DESIGN STATEMENT
Planting frame for climbers can be used in shopping strips where shops awnings limit the growth of trees.

APPLICABLE LOCATION
Activity centres and smaller shopping strips.

COUNCIL STANDARD DRAWING
N/A

CROSS REFERENCE DOCUMENT
- N/A

STANDARD SPECIFICATION
Frame: Slim size frame diameter 400mm, height 2200mm frame with square mesh inside. Base to be bolted into customised tree grate. Laser cut Moreland logo and shopping strip name on the middle band. Black paint on the metal frame using good quality 2-pack paint protective coating such as Luxathane or similar.

Plant species: Trachelospermum jasminoides “Star jasmine” which is a versatile climber plant. Flowers are star-shaped whites which look like jasmine and fragrant.

SUPPLIER
Furphy www.furphyfoundry.com.au or similar.

MAINTENANCE
Street cleansing unit: Cleaning will be undertaken as per current schedule.
Open Space Maintenance: Replace dead trees as advised. Occasional pruning might be required to keep appearance neat after the plant is established.

GENERAL NOTES
1. Refer to manufacturer’s installation manual
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